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not much is known about hermione's childhood. she was given a basic
muggle education, with her schooling and tutors concentrating on
encouraging her to be an exceptional witch and wizard. after
hogwarts was no longer able to maintain her in its protection, she
moved in with her auntie muriel and cousin ginny. muriel and ginny
later moved to a farm in england as albus dumbledore explains to
harry that they had been driven from godric's hollow. after seeing
how badly she was treated by her guardians, hermione quickly gained
the nickname of "mudblood" and suffered nightmares about sirius
black due to her feeling responsible for his death. after failing her
o.w.l.s for the first time, dumbledore visits her in the shrieking shack.
he offers her one further opportunity to raise her scores on the
potions exam, and she passes with six points. shortly afterwards she
moves in with her godfather and sirius black's parents, the dursleys.
harry potter: the prisoner of azkaban, and half-blood prince originally
a person of average height and build, the appearance of a severe, yet
quick-thinking, young woman changed to a taller and much more
muscular woman. her face was more angular, she had brighter eyes,
and her hair was cut shorter. she spoke rarely, but when she did, it
was with a form of verbal shorthand. her medical history indicated
that she had been born with the strength of six adults, a condition
that was expected to decrease over time. harry pretends that ron's
invisibility, which is explained in this book, is not what it seems. in
reality, harry is able to see ron and hermione when he focuses on
them. ron and hermione also have the power to see a person if they
focus on them.
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on july 13, 2010, the united states postal service issued a
commemorative stamp, designed by jeff koons, of harry potter book
cover and image of the first three books, illustrating scenes from the

series. it is the third book to receive a commemorative stamp, as
harry potter and the goblet of fire and harry potter and the order of

the phoenix received them in april 2007 and january 2008
respectively. the film's screening history was the subject of a 2012
book titled pottermore.net: the guide to everything by a. a. gill. it

features trivia about the film and its stars. the film received positive
reviews from critics, who praised the acting and special effects, as

well as spielberg's direction. film critic roger ebert of the chicago sun-
times gave the film three out of four stars and commented: "i have to
say that it's not very scary -- just the same old predictable story about
good people doing good things and evil people doing evil things." at
the end of the year, the wizarding world of harry potter opened to

rave reviews and the highest per-capita attendance in disney theme
park history. bloomsbury publishing announced a paperback edition
of deathly hallows on july 28, 2010, making the book's format "the
best-selling paperback in the uk, sold in both adult and children's

editions". due to its full page format, this edition is suitable for both
infants and children, thus fulfilling what the publishers felt to be the

"strong market requirement" for children. in the us, a hardcover and a
paperback edition was announced by bloomsbury publishing usa,

respectively on august 6 and august 11, 2010. the paperback
edition's cover art was released online on july 16, 2010. the two-page

illustration includes a design inspired by the iconic london
underground map. the bloomsbury uk edition contains a foreword by
christopher littlewood, author of the quibbler, and also features the
hardcover edition's art, in particular, the book cover illustrations on

the two pages facing the copyright page, along with additional pieces
of artwork included in the book. 5ec8ef588b
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